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The bestselling recovery Bible is now available in large print with an incredibly easy-to-read 10.5
font size!With over 2,000,000 copies sold, The Life Recovery Bible is todayâ€™s #1â€“selling Bible
tied to the Twelve Steps of recovery, helping millions of people turn to the true source of
healingâ€•Jesus Christ.The New Living Translation is an authoritative Bible translation rendered
faithfully into todayâ€™s English from the ancient texts by 90 leading Bible scholars. The NLTâ€™s
scholarship and clarity breathe life into even the most difficult-to-understand Bible passagesâ€•but
even more powerful are stories of how peopleâ€™s lives are changing as the words speak directly
to their hearts.
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The Only Recovery Book Necessary. If you are participating in any kind of 12 step Recovery this is
a must. Without God everything else is a false substitute and continued failure. Each step has
scripture associated to ponder you thinking to close the gap and new behavior change. I
recommend it for all who I sponsor and use the workbook too. It is the main book in all of my AA
materials. I do not use it in the AA groups but with those who I support and walk with in this time of
recovery. Addition is hell and most peopel do not have a clue who are on the outside of it and
looking in....

Thank u sooo much 4 your great service! LOVE this Bible SO much! I own the original as well. This
is easier to read! GOD BLESS!! I have purchased the original version many times over the yrs &

have given them with love & many prayers to friends, hoping they will enjoy it as much as I do! It's
so much easier to read & comprehend (esp w/footnotes & steps, sidebars, etc) that everyone I give
it freely to, raves abt it & tells me they have never actually found a Bible they can truly understand
with ease? That goes 4 me, too!! I always yell all the several friends I've gotten this for.. "JUST PAY
IT FORWARD"!! - I FULLY & HONESTLY RECOMMEND THIS PARTICULAR BIBLE TO ANY &
ALL CUSTOMERS!!! Thank you so much for your quick delivery,as it was prep ordered by me &
wasn't supposed to even be available until a very later date & I was SO excited to receive it so
quickly, that the 1st day it arrived, I bike my neon hi-lighters & fovr into God's Word, & haven't & will
never stop!

I first began with this Bible after 6 months in OA. Clearly, it is one of the best Bibles for 12 Steppers!
I love the Step/Recovery comments, and have lost 100 pounds in 10 years with this Bible. I have
also quit gambling, and that was hard, because I am retired now! But God has been with m e
through out my Recovery, and with the support of my family, my Higher Power, and this Recovery
Bible I am "trudging the Road of Happy Destiny!

This is my favorite Recovery Bible, and I was thrilled to see it would be in large print. But honestly,
this book is so huge, so bulky, it's inconvenient to take anywhere for a Bible study, and it's too
weighty to add to your purse, it's best to drag it alone, solo, or you could end up with a real back
ache. Otherwise, the content is perfect. I love how organized it is, how well the different devotional
sections are separated so you can decide how you want to approach your recovery studies at any
given time. The Step devotions are cleverly posted at the place of scripture so it makes reading the
reference material a breeze! This Bible is a no-nonsense approach to the issues held in recovery,
and is honestly the best Bible to deal with anything that is a hurt, habit or hangup!

Wonderful, wonderful. The print is so easy to read. I have this Bible in the regular print and I had to
strain to read the notes, not now.Also, received this in the time promised and in good condition.

The Life Recovery Bible is the foremost annotated version of The Holy Bible which highlights
specific recovery issues of alcoholics and addicts of all types. In 1896 a British Catholic priest in
China assembled 6 steps of recovery for opiate addicts.The steps were derived from the books of
Matthew, I Corinthians, and James. His work saved untold numbers of prisoners of opiate dens. The
six steps were so successful that he sent them back to England where a few more steps were

added. By the early 1930's, the steps to recovery made it to America to a group known as The
Oxford Group. By the late 1940's and early 1950's, two Americans: Bill W. and Dr. Bob, had written
the now landmark: Alcoholics Anonymous. By the early 60's Narcotics Anonymous was written.
Later, Emotions Anonymous, Overeaters Anonymous, and Sexaholics Anonymous were published..
Today, the word "dependencies" replaces specific forms of addictions. The Life Recovery Bible is
the one Bible that unites all groups under the standard of The Twelve Steps. All twelve steps were
derived from The Holy Bible. The Life recovery Bible includes a variety of 12-Step focused essays.
comments, references, and encouragements for any person seeking to recover from any addiction.
This large print version is a comfortable softback, easy to read, and economical answer to
Christians with addictions needs, to families and friends who seek to understand and help, to
professional counselors who require a Bible in dealing with recovering alcoholics and addicts who
are Christian oriented. In the largest sense, The Life Recovery Bible is for anyone who wants to
claim or regain his or her life, recovering it from whatever catastrophes. At the core, God, as you
understand him, is the enabler of recovering and or restoring broken lives.

This is a complete integration of the 12 steps of AA, and life in general. I have found sources in the
Bible for each step and clarification also of each book of the Bible, it's intended audience at the
time, who actually wrote each book. It has been a source of understanding better the 12 steps and
deepens my commitment to sobriety and success in life through trying to abandon my will in favor of
God's and the understanding that He has only my happiness and that of the world in mind, through
Grace, Forgiveness and steadfast Love. I have recommended this Bible to many friends and those
who have purchased it have been helped by it. I will use it for the rest of my life - and in helping
other persons with addiction/alcoholism through the 12th step. Buy it, it is an excellent resource.
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